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Abstract — The Denial of service attack is one of the types of active attack. The Denial of service attacks
which revenue that the attackers can send certain messages which is vulnerable to the system. Sometimes
they send packets to the target system which may result in failure. This information is necessary for that
node is reserved confidentially. Attacker in the system may capture this private information and distorted.
So security is the major issue. There are several security attacks in network. One of the major
intimidations to internet examine is DDoS attack. It is a malevolent effort to suspending or suspends
services to destination node. – Denial of services (DOS) and Distributed Denial of services (DDoS) are the
major problem against network security and cyber security that allow a client to perform very expensive
and vital operations, before the network services are provided to the respected client. However an attacker
may be able to manipulate the DOS and DDOS or built in graphics processing Unit (GPU) and be able to
destroy client puzzles. In this paper we study how to preserve DOS and DDOS attacker for being
manipulating the puzzle solving techniques. So now we introduce a new client puzzle referred to as
Software Puzzle. It is unlike previous puzzle, which generate their puzzle algorithms in advance, a puzzle
algorithm in the present software puzzle schemes is randomly generated only after a client request is
received from the server side. T the Denial-of-service and distributed DoS attack a client puzzle method is
implemented. In order to prevent further attack in network and to enhance the security the request that is
provided by the client and the file sent by the server to client is in encrypted form. One drawback of
existing system is if the attacker identifies the port, he can intrude or interfere in the communication and
flood DOS attack and can hack communicating data.
Keywords —Denial of Service (DoS), Code Protection, GPU Programming, Distributed Denial Of
Service (DDoS), Security, Software Puzzle.
then encrypts the request and sends the request to
I. INTRODUCTION
The methodology used is explained as follows. First server.
the client has to solve a puzzle generated by the
AES Algorithm is used to perform the
server. Then the client checks the latency of the file encryption and decryption. The server upon
that has to be accessed from server database. The receiving the request has to decrypt the request
client can test the latency of the server by inputting using the client port number and IP address. The
the corresponding server IP address, number of server sends the requested file by encrypting the file.
packets, and the length of data in bytes. After Finally the client receives the file, decrypts the
processing the latency checking parameters, ping content and read it. Thus it can be concluded that
statistics of the server and the approximate round more reliable communication can be performed
trip time will be displayed in the result. The client between server and clients and active
communications remains unaffected even in the
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presence of DDoS attacks. Network is a group of
nodes that interrelate with each other for switch
over the information.
As the remediation of susceptibility and
reduction of performance to commerce systems, the
harm of common DoS attacks becomes relatively
minor. A Distributed Denial of Service attacks is
implemented on the source of DoS attack and
numerous dispersed attack sources.
Usually, the attackers use a huge number of
controlled bots dispersed in different locations to
start on a great number of denial of service attacks
to a lone target or several targets. With the quick
growth of botnets in modern years, the attack traffic
scale caused by Distributed Denial of Service
attacks has been rising, with the target system,
including not only industry servers, but also
Internet infrastructures such as routers, firewalls
and Domain Name Server systems as well as
network bandwidth. The attack pressure sphere has
also become broader. In computer network they use
a protocol for called transmission control protocol.
The packets are transferred through TCP.
The attacker can send one or more attack packets to
the network. This will cause the target servers and
network resources and also overloads the server.
These are the vital principles of Distributed Denial
of Service attacks. The key reason is inflexible
avoidance of DDoS attacks deception in the
combination up of justifiable traffic and illegitimate
traffic. It is difficult to discover the attack packets
from the diverse traffic in the avoidance
progression, particularly when the harass message
packets masquerade to be normal messages.
For exemplar, in signature -based pattern
corresponding Intrusion Detection system, it is not
easy to differentiate illegitimate packets from
legitimate messages packets. In universal,
according to the uniqueness, DDoS attacks can be
divided into the following types:
1. Volume-based attacks: Distributed Denial of
Service attacks; this type sends huge collection of
junk data packets to cause the network devices to be
overloaded, which leads to enlarge the networks
bandwidth. Hence further more incoming requests
are dropped and network will be blocked.
2. Protocol-based attacks: The most familiar
forms of denial of service attack are traffic flooding
attacks. N traffic flooding attack the attackers send
a great number of ostensibly legitimate UDP,
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol,
ICPM packets in network host. This will cause a
more traffic in the network system.
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3. Application-based attacks: The attacks of this
type often mail the consequent application-layer;
main focus of this system attack is to deny the
service of application layer. The low rate of traffic
can also lead serious degradation of service.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW:
The paper “A System for Denial-of-Service
Attack Detection Based on Multivariate Correlation
Analysis” [1], they propose an approach called as
MAC which follows a triangular area to extract
correlative feature. This uses a threshold-based
anomaly detector, which contains a traffic profile
that is normal traffic profiles. When new packets
are arrives in the network it generate the network
traffic profile. This traffic profile is compared with
the statistical data of normal traffic profile, by
which it detect a DDoS attack.
This paper “DDoS Detection Method Based
on Chaos Analysis of Network Traffic Entropy “[2],
paper they going to detect a DDoS by Chaos
Analysis and Entropy. The entropy has been used in
anomaly detection of DDoS attacks. It describes the
degree of concentration and dispersal characteristic
of traffics .But the entropy depends only on the
values computed by each packet field, while the
connection information or the relationship between
each field has been ignored. In our approach, the
volume of network traffic is pre-processed by
entropy-based methods.
Then, by using chaotic analysis on the
entropy of source IPs and destination IPs, DDoS
attacks are detected. The paper “Discriminating
DDoS Attacks from Flash Crowds Using Flow
Correlation Coefficient” [3], the DDoS attack is
detected by using a similarity based algorithm is
used. And also they used a flow correlation and
coefficient as a metric to find a DDoS attack. Flow
correlation which defines a stastiscal relationship
between two edge routers .The coefficient defines a
specific property of attack.
They execute software on every router to
count the number of packets for every flow and
record this information for a short term at every
router. If the packet size is greater than the
threshold value it will dropped.
This paper “Adaptive Selective Verification: An
Efficient Adaptive Countermeasure to Thwart DoS
Attacks” [4],Adaptive Selective Verification (ASV),
which is a distributed adaptive mechanism for
thwarting attackers efforts to deny service to
legitimate clients based on selective Verification.
This scheme uses bandwidth as currency, but the
level of protection employed by the clients
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dynamically adjusts to the current level of DDoS
attack.
At a high level, the clients exponentially
ramp up the number of requests they send in
consecutive time manner, up to a threshold limit.
The server implements a reservoir based random
sampling method to effectively sample from a
sequence of incoming packets using bounded space
technique. This enables adaptive bandwidth
payments with server state whose size remains
small and constant regardless of the actions of the
attacker.
III. RELATED WORK:
Software puzzle can be easily solved by an
attacker using Graphical processing unit software.
In software puzzle scheme the puzzle function will
not be known in advance. Hence the client will use
CPU resource only to solve the puzzle challenge.
Also the cost of client computation to solve the
puzzle will be large when compared to the cost of
server computation which includes the puzzle
generation and puzzle verification steps.
Even if the attacker returns an arbitrary number
as solution to the puzzle so as to exhaust the servers
time for puzzle verification, the server time is much
smaller than the service time or database process
time and the returned answer will be rejected with
high probability. The existing client puzzle scheme
assumes that the client solves the puzzle using
legacy CPU resource only. But this is not always
true. A malicious client may solve the puzzle using
GPU (Graphic Processing Unit) component is
almost a standard configuration in modern desktop
computers,
laptop
computers,
and
even
smartphones.
In the proposed system it is possible to track the
individual client behaviour through client’s IP
address. Nonetheless, if IP tracking is effective to
thwart the GPU inflation, IP filtering can be used to
defence against DoS attacks directly without
utilizing client data. In other words, their defence
against GPU-inflated DoS attacks may not be
attractive in practice. A new type of client data,
called software puzzle, to defend against GPUinflated DoS and DDoS attacks. Unlike the existing
client data schemes which publish a puzzle function
in advance, the software puzzle scheme
dynamically generates the puzzle function P(•) in
the form of a software core C upon receiving a
client’s request. Specifically, by extending DCG
technology which produces machine instructions at
runtime, the proposed scheme randomly chooses a
set of basic functions, assembles them together into
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the data core C, constructs a software data C0 x
with the data core C and a random challenge x.
If the server aims to defeat high-level attackers
who are able to reverse-engineer software, it will
obfuscate C0 x into an enhanced software puzzle.
After receiving the software puzzle sent from the
server, a client tries to solve the software puzzle on
the host CPU, and replies to the server, as the
conventional client data scheme does.
However, a malicious client may attempt to
offload the data task into its GPU. In this case, the
malicious client has to translate the CPU software
puzzle into its functionally equivalent GPU version
because GPU and CPU have totally different
instruction sets designed for different applications.
Note that this translation cannot be done in advance
since the software puzzle is formed dynamically
and randomly. As rewriting/translating a software
puzzle is time-consuming, which may take even
more time than solving the data on the host CPU
directly; software puzzle thwarts the GPU inflated
do attacks.

Fig. 1 Overview of System Architecture
IV. CONCLUSION:
Software puzzle scheme is used so that the
puzzle function used is not known in advance.
Hence, malicious client cannot solve the puzzle
using GPU software. The proposed system provides
even
more
security
using
conventional
cryptographic techniques. In this scheme it is
possible for the client to authenticate the server and
vice versa.
The communication between client and the
server is more reliable in this system. Active
communications remains unaffected even in the
presence of DoS and DDoS attack. Also, the
probability of hacking is also very less in this
scheme. This idea can be extended to thwart DoS
attackers which exploit other inflation resources
such as Cloud Computing. Future scope of this
paper system can be enhancing to generate more
complex puzzles for variable operands and
operators.
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